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The Japanese people have an extensive range of customs, rituals, and forms of etiquette for all
aspects of their lives. These forms of etiquette are not only interesting for non-Japanese but
also open our eyes to the fact that despite the huge strides Japan has made in terms of
modern-day advancement in technologies, the age-old customs and traditions are still a deeply-
embedded part of their society.They revere and respect their customs, traditions, and other
forms of etiquette and expect people visiting from other countries to do so too. Similarly, the
Japanese people are equally respectful of other people’s traditions, customs, and etiquette and
work hard to understand them so that they don’t make a mistake when they visit other
countries.Taking a page out of their etiquette book, it makes a lot of sense to learn about the
Japanese forms of etiquette so that we can be prepared to do the right thing at the right time in
the right place when we travel to Japan. Moreover, knowing about the culture of another
country is a fabulous way of opening our minds and celebrating world differences.With the
etiquette tips in this book, you will be able to handle the expectations of the courteous and
polite people of Japan in terms of good behaviour and manners. Most of the people are happy
to welcome guests and tourists with open arms and will be even more obliged to do their best
to make your stay in their country happy and worthwhile if you show an effort to replicate their
etiquette norms and requirements.What are you waiting for? Get this book and start learning
today!
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extensive range of customs, rituals, and forms of etiquette for all aspects of their lives. These
forms of etiquette are not only interesting for non-Japanese but also open our eyes to the fact
that despite the huge strides Japan has made in terms of modern-day advancement in
technologies, the age-old customs and traditions are still a deeply-embedded part of their
society.They revere and respect their customs, traditions, and other forms of etiquette and
expect people visiting from other countries to do so too. Similarly, the Japanese people are
equally respectful of other people’s traditions, customs, and etiquette and work hard to
understand them so that they don’t make a mistake when they visit other countries.In fact, if
you were to travel with any of the Japanese tourist organizations to other countries, the first
thing that the guide will talk about is the etiquette expected to be followed there. The Japanese
believe that they are ambassadors of their nation and they have to work hard to ensure they
leave behind a good impression of their country and its people.Taking a page out of their
etiquette book, it makes a lot of sense to learn about the Japanese forms of etiquette so that
we can be prepared to do the right thing at the right time in the right place when we travel to
Japan. Moreover, knowing about the culture of another country is a fabulous way of opening
our minds and celebrating world differences.Minding your behavior and your manners reflects
a deep sense of discipline and respect for the society and the people you are interacting with.
Taking this one step further, the Japanese are a wee bit more attached to etiquette and good
behavior than many other countries in the world. As stated earlier, behind the façade of
modernity, Japan still is ruled and governed by age-old customs and traditions that are taken
very seriously.The most obvious aspect of these customs and traditions is the etiquette that is
unique to Japan and its people. Despite the vast changes in the political, economic and social
realms that the country has witnessed over the past hundred years, it has retained its etiquette
repertoire in all its ancient splendor and glory.The modern Japanese take pride in following
their forefathers’ footsteps in the art of good behavior and pass on their learning to their
children too in an effort to keep the traditions alive for many more centuries to come.This book
is written with the intention of giving you insights into the various forms of etiquette the
Japanese followed in different social and business settings. Ranging from the correct usage of
names and greetings right up to wedding and funeral customs, as much information as
possible has been included in this book.With the etiquette tips in this book, you will be able to
handle the expectations of the courteous and polite people of Japan in terms of good behavior
and manners. Most of the people are happy to welcome guests and tourists with open arms
and will be even more obliged to do their best to make your stay in their country happy and



worthwhile if you show an effort to replicate their etiquette norms and requirements.Chapter 1:
The Use of NamesOne of the most important elements of Japanese etiquette is to be aware of
how to address people and how to use names in different social and business
settings.Addressing People with Respect Including Peers at WorkSan is a commonly used
respectful expression that is put at the end of people’s names while addressing them. San can
be used when using the first name or the last name of the concerned individual. Also, san is
used for all people irrespective of marital status or gender.Sama is a term that is more
appropriate in a formal setting and is to be used after the family name. Also, you must
remember that you must use san or sama after everyone else’s name (whom you wish to show
respect to) but not after your own name. Here are some examples of the use of san and
sama:Smith-san (Mr. Smith)Michael-san (Mr. Michael)Sandra-san (Ms. Sandra)Smith-sama
(Mr. Smith again but to be used in a formal setting only)Tanaka-sama (Ms. Tanaka)Another way
of respectful address is by using the job title of the person along with his or her name. This
works in a scenario where you need to address your superior at work or your teacher at school.
For example, you can say Brown-sensei (Brown teacher; sensei is teacher in Japanese)
instead of saying Brown-sama. Or bucho-san which is referring to your department head;
bucho is head in Japanese.In business environments, using surname instead of given or first
name is more respectful. Use of one’s job title instead of their name is also well accepted in
Japanese business circles. This subtlety of using surnames instead of first names might come
across as a bit stiff for some non-Japanese. However, you must remember that most Japanese
are uncomfortable using first names.However, there are a few Japanese citizens with a lot of
exposure to Western cultures that have come to accept being addressed by their first names.
Some of them have taken this even further and have created nicknames for themselves, which
they embrace happily. You can use these nicknames too along with san or sama depending on
the level of formality of the setting.The final tip here is to remember that you can never go
wrong using the surname with the san or sama suffix. For all else, it would be prudent to ask
around and then make a sensible choice of addressing the concerned person. The
convenience of san cannot be underestimated considering that it is unisex and, therefore, you
don’t have to worry about how to address people through email especially if the Japanese
names are not clearly gender-specific.Also, if someone is addressing you with the san suffix,
accept it as a compliment. That’s the intention of the Japanese name-calling
etiquette.Addressing Family and FriendsIn Japan, addressing family members and friends also
calls for politeness and respect though there is less formality than the use of san or sama.
There is a plain form and there is a polite form when it comes to addressing family and friends.
Here are a few examples:Otto or goshujin – husbandTsuma or okusan - wifeOkoson – child in
a polite form and Kodomo – child in a plain formOtosan – father in a polite form and Chichi –
father in a plain formOk��6�à – mother in a polite form and haha – mother in a plain
formmusukosan – son in a polite form and musuko – son in a plain formmusumesan –
daughter in a polite form and musume – daughter in a plain formot�×F÷6�à – older brother in a
polite form and ani – older brother in a plain formon�76�à – older sister in a polite form and ane –
older sister in a plain formim�×F÷6� – younger sister in a polite form and im�×Fð – younger sister in a
plain formtomodachi – friendDuring conversations, shujin is used to refer to one’s own husband
and otto is used to refer to someone else’s husband. Tsuma is used to refer to one’s own wife
and kanai is used to refer to someone else’s wifeHere’s the trick when it comes to using the
plain form or the polite form. If you are addressing an older member of the family, then you
must use the polite form. When addressing the younger members of the family (spouse also
comes in the category), you can use the plain form. To get this right, you must also know the



difference between referring to someone and addressing someone.Referring to someone
means you are not talking to the person but are referring to him or her in a conversation with
someone else. Addressing someone, on the other hand, is talking to the person
directly.Commonly Used Japanese Expressions for Everyday UseWhile we are at this, let me
also give you the top five commonly used expressions in Japanese conversations:Yatta – I did
it! – You can use this term whenever you have accomplished or been offered a great job or
have won something. All these occasions can be classified under the ‘Yatta’ category.Honto –
Really? – This expression is used to let the person speaking to you know that you are listening
to what is being said.Â, SÔ DESU KA – I see – Also, a conversational bit of phraseology letting
your partner (the one who is talking to you) know you are getting what is being said. A nod
invariably accompanies this expression.Mochiron – of course! – An expression of
confidenceZenzen – not at all – a phrase of emphatic denial (in a polite way) used for
situations such as when someone asks you, “Am I disturbing you?” and you politely say,
“zenzen.”Chapter 2: Greetings and Body Language EtiquetteThere are many ways of greeting
people when you meet them. This chapter is dedicated to these Japanese greeting
methods.BowingBowing, or bending at the waist level, is a form of appreciation and respect
shown by the person who is bowing to the person who is being bowed to. Bowing is a common
form of greeting used along with:Good morning - ohayo gozaimasuHello, good afternoon -
konnichi waWith words of apology or gratitude (arigato)There are three types of bows
depending on how deep the waist is bent. These three types include:The casual bow (eshaku
bow)Bending at a 15-degree angle, the casual bow also entails a slight tipping of the head. The
eshaku bow is used when casual greetings are passed between people or when you pass
someone belonging to a higher social status. Casual greetings in the form of good morning or
good afternoon or thank you are sufficient by themselves. Yet, when used along with the
eshaku bow makes the greeting more heartfelt.The business bow (keirei bow)This bow entails
bending your torso at 30 degrees and is used when entering and/or leaving a meeting or
conference or while greeting customers.Deep bow (saikeirei bow)This is the politest form of
bowing in Japan and entails lowering the torso by 45 degrees. It is used to express very deep
feelings of regret (apology) or gratitude.Clasping Hands (Gassho)Bringing both the palms
together and clasping them in front of the chest is referred to as gassho. This form of greeting
has its origins in Buddhism. Today, it is used before starting a meal and after finishing the meal
along with the word, ‘itadakimasu.’ The word, ‘itadakimasu,’ means to receive or to accept an
item or gift. It expresses gratitude for the food and for the person(s) who prepared the
meal.Bye-ByeWhile ‘sayonara’ is the Japanese word for saying goodbye, the phrase ‘bye-bye;’
is also commonly used in the country. There is a subtle difference in the way the hand gesture
works with sayonara. While in the West, you would open and close your palm as you lift your
hand, in Japan, your open palms are waved from left to right and back. The hand is lifted high
above your head so that the other person can see it and then the open palms are waved from
left to right and back in a broad arch. The eshaku bow is also used commonly while saying bye-
bye.Shaking HandsAlthough bowing is the more appropriate Japanese form of greeting, the
handshake has come to be an accepted form of greeting, especially in a business setting.
However, it is important to note that the handshake of the Japanese is far limper than the ‘firm
handshake’ of the Western culture. This is easy to understand considering that the Japanese
culture does not allow for too much physical contact, especially in public.Body Language
EtiquetteNodding is an important gesture in Japan. When you are talking to someone, it is
important that you nod often to imply comprehension. Your nod is telling the speaker that you
are listening to him or her, and you are understanding what the person is trying to say.Silence



is an accepted form of nonverbal communication. There is no need to chatter merely to keep a
conversation going. Silence is, in fact, an expected means of communication. Talk only when
addressed or when it is your turn to do so.Standing very close to a Japanese person is
considered rude and uncomfortable. Avoid touching as much as possible except for that first
handshake (the bow is a better option).Making prolonged eye contact when talking to someone
is also considered rude in Japanese culture.
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Leticia Gutierrez, “Good price. Informative for out coming trip”

Sylvi#7, “This book is easy to read and understand, and the perfect size for her purse.. Perfect
gift for my great-granddaughter who will visit Japan this year. She loves it!!”

Ayon, “Great!. Great book. Easy to read and understand. I am really impress to get this
awesome book. I recommended.”
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Harry Radford, “What you need to know about Japan.. Daughter is on her way to Japan and
found this book to be essential reading.”

Kat, “Very interesting.. Easy to read.”

Mia, “Interesting facts to know. I purchased this as a present for a relative who will be traveling
to Japan in the next couple of years. I have skimmed through the book and think they will very
much enjoy it. If you don't want to offend someone of Japanese descent, it's nice to know the
Etiquette from the country they are from. I would like to get one from every country to know just
what is proper to say and do.”

F. Xu, “Will be useful for future trips.. A pretty comprehensive book of etiquette tips. Useful if I
could use it in future. few minor errors; for instance, Otosan should be Otõsan in the
"addressing family and friends" section.”
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